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CBR Proposal for Personalizing Educational 
Content 

A. Gil, S. Rodríguez, F. De la Prieta, J.F. De Paz, and B. Martín * 

Abstract. A major challenge in searching and retrieval digital content is to effi-
ciently find the most suitable for the users. This paper proposes a new approach to 
filter the educational content retrieved based on Case-Based Reasoning (CBR). 
AIREH (Architecture for Intelligent Recovery of Educational content in Hetero-
geneous Environments) is a multi-agent architecture that can search and integrate 
heterogeneous educational content within the CBR model proposes. The recom-
mendation model and the technologies reported in this research applied to educa-
tional content are an example of the potential for personalizing labeled educational 
content recovered from heterogeneous environments. 

Keywords: E-learning, learning objects, Case Base Reasoning, recommender 
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1   Introduction 

The significant evolution in the methods for managing and organizing large vo-
lumes of digital content in Internet has led to a phenomenon of globalization and 
decentralization. The education sector is a significant generator and consumer for 
digital content placed in large databases in Internet. The main problems to manage 
all the data is due to the various ways the information is characterized, contained in 
specialized data repositories each of which must be accessed by their own methods, 
resulting in dozens of communication protocols. Users have access to technologies 
that allow them to obtain educational content ubiquitously and in real-time. The 
information and technological overload become a problem in the search and  
selection for the educational contents. These aspects placed the current educational 
environment as a relevant sector in the development and integration of emerging 
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solutions to personalizing the management processes for the search, retrieval and 
integration of heterogeneous educational content.  

In previous works has been presented an architecture recovery based educa-
tional content partner organizations called AIREH [1]. The main novelty was that 
proposed architecture has the capability of dynamic and adaptive planning to carry 
out an optimal distribution of the tasks of the organization's member agents enabl-
ing intelligent content retrieval and flexibility in the highly dynamic environment 
for which it have raised. The proposed architecture allows searching multiple re-
positories simultaneously based on federal search services in the environment of 
the called Learning Object Repositories (LOR). The LOR contains educational 
content, called Learning Object (LO) [2], and tagged in any of the educational 
metadata standards. The architecture AIREH supports mechanisms to implement-
ing the recommendation or ranking for educational content recovered. This paper 
proposes a new approach to filter the educational content retrieved based on Case-
Based Reasoning (CBR) as a basic feature in the active search of educational con-
tent within the architecture AIREH. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes rele-
vant works related to educational content recommendation; Section 3 introduces a 
new approach to applying CBR to the tagged educational content recommendation 
domain. Selected results of a comprehensive evaluation of the approach are pre-
sented in Section 4. The paper closes with relevant conclusions and an outlook to 
future work in section 5. 

2   Related Work 

Recommender systems select user information from tastes and preferences on a 
particular topic. The area of the store was the first field of application of these 
systems. Nowadays recommender systems are present in all areas of services of-
fered via Internet such as music, news pages or virtual libraries. Its use is also 
taking a major impact on all types of e-learning systems [3]. This paper seeks to 
obtain a kind of repository customized for each user based on the effective man-
agement of search sequences in different repositories. 

There are different methodologies to enable filtering information mechanisms 
in response to relevant aspects about user and context. To perform this task the 
system should learn from what the user finds as useful, interesting, or better, for 
which need to be in contact with the user. In addition to personalized information 
filtering the mechanism must be flexible to changes in user interests over time by 
establishing criteria for the treatment of the dynamic content. 

The processes of learning and adaptation of recommender systems are based on 
the discovery of users’ pattern through their online transactions or interactions 
with content. Learning methods are implemented in information filtering systems 
through automated reasoning mechanisms and learning mechanisms from the field 
of artificial intelligence mostly. Recommender systems are based on machine 
learning on the user's previous experiences in context. Among the various tech-
nologies for machine learning, this work makes use of Case-Based Reasoning 
(CBR) as a paradigm for learning and reasoning through experience. CBR models 
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allow the resolution of new situations by adapting solutions and customization 
through automatic reasoning about solutions to problems given above. 

With so many educational content repositories, a major challenge is to effi-
ciently find the most suitable contents for the users. This objective has attracted 
much research in the field of the selection and recommendation. Researchers and 
developers of e-learning have begun to apply information retrieval techniques with 
technologies for recommendation, especially collaborative filtering [4], or web 
mining [5], for recommending educational content. A recent review of these ap-
plications can be seen in [6]. The features that handle these information filtering 
techniques in this context are the attribute information of education item (content-
based approach) and the user context (collaborative approach). 

Based on collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms with close neighbors 
are the first works developed by Altered Vista [7, 8]. These works explore how to 
collect user reviews of learning resources and propagate them in the form of word-
of-mouth recommendations. Others as RACOFI (Rule-Applying Collaborative Fil-
tering) propose a collaborative filtering by rules, by integrating a collaborative filter-
ing algorithm that works with user ratings of a set of rules of inference, which 
creates an association between the content and rate of recommendation. McCalla [9] 
have proposed an improvement to collaborative filtering that takes into account the 
gradual accumulation of information and focus on end users. Manouselis et al. [10] 
have conducted a case study with data collected from the CELEBRATE portal users 
to determine an appropriate collaborative filtering algorithm. 

Some solutions take a hybrid approach. [11-14] make use of algorithms based 
on reviews from other users according to interests which are extracted through 
nearest neighbor algorithms. These correlation-based algorithms are used to calcu-
late an index score on the usefulness of learning objects through the analysis of 
comments from students with similar profiles. These algorithms improve prefe-
rence-based selection algorithms by incorporating aspects of student preferences.  

The works by [15-18] suggest the need for selecting learning objects by taking 
into account the educational content described by their metadata. Based on seman-
tic aspects by considering contextual information from the student's cognitive 
activities and the LO content structure works [19, 20] propose learning objects 
recommendation to suit the student's cognitive activities through an approach 
based on ontologies. 

There are a growing number of papers proposing systems to recommend learn-
ing resources, evidenced by the lack of operational solutions as confirmed by re-
cent work [5]. But it is interesting to highlight that most of the evaluated proposals 
point out that the incorporation of mechanisms to assess attributes related to the 
educational content as well as aspects of user context and their interaction with the 
content, create effective recommendation mechanisms. A closer look at the re-
vised proposals underscores the lack of applications on real systems and educa-
tional content. The architecture used in this paper, AIREH, provides multiple 
perspectives to assess the recovery of educational content from a real, open and 
scalable environment. The support to actual educational context allows proposing, 
implementing and making a full study by actual tests on recommendation for  
recovered LOs based on a CBR. 
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3   AIREH Framework 

It is necessary to provide the user with a framework that unifies the search and 
retrieval of educational content. AIREH (Architecture for Intelligent Recovery of 
Educational content in Heterogeneous Environments) is a multi-agent architecture 
that can search and integrate heterogeneous educational content. AIREH is based 
on a model with dynamic and adaptive planning capabilities to carry out the op-
timal distribution of the tasks for the organization's member agents, thus enabling 
intelligent content retrieval and flexibility in a highly dynamic environment (users, 
profiles, features, content, variability of learning object repositories’, etc.). 

This framework, see Figure 1, thus facilitates the learning process based on dig-
ital contents because it retrieves and filters learning objects properly while classi-
fies according to rules. The generation of such rules comes from the organization 
of the content recovered based on educational metadata. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Organizational model diagram congregational structure (external functionality) 

The system offers educational resources as a final product encapsulated in the 
form of LO. These will be requested by users through a search process. It also 
provides statistical information such as product performance and use repositories 
of LO, identifying those that are used according to the search patterns. The mis-
sion of the organization will first maximize the system performance of queries by 
reducing time and increasing performance, and also, maximize the quality of re-
sults. The resolution of the issue of content retrieval has been addressed as the 
federated search mechanism by solving three phases: (1) the selection of reposito-
ries, (2) the recovery of content, and finally (3) the merger of results. The sum of 
several criteria on the ranking of retrieved objects in the system provides a hybrid 
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recommendation that begins with a refined content-based recommendation and 
collaborative features. This stage ends with the third phase of the federated search, 
and includes recommendations on merging the content, which improves the quali-
ty of the retrieved content for the user that generated the query. 

3.1   Overview of the CBR Recommendation Strategy 

The Case Base Reasoning (CBR) is a particular search technique widely used in 
nearest neighbor recommender systems. Recovery techniques and their adaptation 
to CBR techniques have become effective for the development of recommender 
systems [21, 22]. This involves the building of user models and the mechanism to 
anticipate and predict user preferences. In addressing these types of task, recom-
mender systems draw on previous results from machine learning and other AI 
technology advances.  

In order to bring the user with a single ordered list of Learning Objects that in-
corporates user's relevance criteria this work proposes a CBR reasoning model. In 
this regard, CBR-BDI agents use a system of case-based reasoning. To facilitate 
the construction of CBR-BDI agents, different jobs within the works of [22, 23] 
present a set of equivalence merge the two technologies through a generic library. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Example of Case Representation in the educational content domain 

A CBR depends largely on the structure and content representation and its col-
lection of cases. The developed system is characterized by working with cases 
defined the characteristics of the educational context. Each case in the CBR case 
base is divided into two parts, see Figure 2. The first one describes a set of 
attributes of the named target (the definition of the problem in CBR terminology). 
The second element is the set of attributes that describe user interest in the issue 
because (the solution to the problem through a set of goals in CBR terminology). 

With regard to the CBR cycle in the recovery phase the system retrieves similar 
items. Define the degree of similarity between the elements is the most important step 
in the recovery phase of CBR. The level of similarity between two items is computed 
using a global function of similarity, calculated by weighting based on weights of 
various measures of similarity. For numeric attributes, linear similarity functions 
were designed according to exponential. For attributes labeled, has made use of 
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WordNet semantic similarity algorithm [24]. With the efficient similarity measure 
defined, given a new case, we obtain an ordered list of similar cases. Using this fea-
ture of CBR, when a user is interested in a subject into the educational context, the 
recommendation system can generate a list ordered elements based on user profile. 

The reuse phase consists of adapting the old solutions of retrieved cases for the 
new problem. Once the system has retrieved a set of above items (most similar), 
the system knows the user's interest defined by some interest attributes (solution in 
CBR terminology in Figure 2). Assuming the user interest in a new LO is similar 
to the interests of another user in similar LO in the reuse phase, the recommenda-
tion system calculates a value that encodes the degree of interest for the new ele-
ment. This value is used to decide the ranking position of the set of LO recovered 
for the user depending on the grade. 

The value of the interest, equation (1), is computed from the values of LO simi-
lar interests selected in the recovery phase. We calculate this interest by combin-
ing the numerical results assessing the degree of interest for each case in function 
of explicit and implicit interest. ,                                       (1) 

In the revision phase, the system evaluates the user's interest in the LO performed. 
The idea is to track user interaction through the system to find relevant informa-
tion about the user's interest in the recommended LO through the list presented, as 
well as explicit and implicit information in order to retain the new case. 

Finally, in the retention phase, the new element is inserted in the case base with 
the attributes of interest that were added in the revision phase. 

The case definition provided in the CBR-BDI library provides a great power 
and flexibility to the developer, allowing them to customize the case to his particu-
lar problem. In this work the problem to be solved is to rank, according to criteria 
of customization, educational content retrieved from different repositories. For 
this initial problem is defined based on the elements of the context for which it is 
necessary to propose an ordered list of relevant results retrieved learning objects. 

The recommendation mechanism used is based on a hybrid method that com-
bines filtering techniques based on collaborative content aspects. This collabora-
tive aspect comes from the feedback of users of the LO and is collected through 
the interface, and becomes part of the attributes explicit in the case base described 
in this section. 

4   Experimental Results 

The recommendation is made by implementing the CBR proposed mechanism and 
according to the group of recovered cases. To validate the recommendation pro-
posal, we evaluated the results obtained by the AIREH assessment by 6 months 
with 10 users. They perform a battery of queries from a selection of keywords 
from the computer science ground extracted from UNESCO codes. 

We evaluate the user perception about the quality of the recommendations made 
by the proposed mechanism along de CBR evolution. The evolution of the number 
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content from a real, open and scalable environment while the support to imple-
ment recommendations or ranking mechanisms for LO recovered.  

This work demonstrate the possibility of modeling an efficient system for  
managing open systems from a model of an adaptive organization that provides 
personal recovery based on a CBR while is flexible and dynamic. The type of 
recommendations used in this work lies in a system combining the hybrid type, 
since the active user is recommended with educational content that other users 
have taken in the same field of interest, but taking into account the history of the 
content selected by the user in advance. The model and the technologies presented 
in this paper are an example of the potential for developing recovery systems for 
digital content based on the paradigm of virtual organizations of agents. The ad-
vantages of the proposed architecture are its flexibility, customization, integrative 
solution and efficiency. 

Currently we have an operative prototype with some of the features imple-
mented. There are still many others featured are increasing the functionality while 
different perform evaluations are covered for enhancing the performance of 
searching and retrieval educational content with personalization aspects. However, 
the research presented in this paper working on a CBR as learning strategy applied 
to recommendation has provided suitable strategies for the future research towards 
enhanced content based retrieval systems. 
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